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Thorens TP-16 Tonearm Mods (part-1)

In this two parts post I'll attempt to demonstrate the reasons behind, as well as the

modifications to a Thorens TP-16 tonearm. In this first part I'll explain what is it about that

monumental tonearm that really needs modifications while displaying some of them. Almost

all the mods here were already discussed by either the analog department site (TD-160

section) or by Dimitris Lamprou on VinylEngine so I'm not claiming anything here as my own.

Nevertheless I'll shed some light on these famous mods.

I've always had an affection for the Thorens TP-16 tonearm but I've also had a hunch it can

be improved and debunk it's underrating among the usual audiophile circles. In fact, I wanted

to match it up with my $450 NOS SME 3009 II Imp. tonearm. Not too bad if I can achieve

this with a $80 worth of 70's gear. Right?
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Can these be matched?

One of the factors that makes the SME 3009 a superb tonearm, other than it's ingenious

precision design - is it's low effective mass rated at 6.5 grams. The Thorens TP-16 in

comparison, is rated at 16.5 grams and is considered a medium to high effective mass

tonearm contributing to it's dislike an underrating. It's not for no reason too. The TP-16 is not

flawless. Let's review some of it's less brilliant features.

The TP-16 VTF Adjustment Mechanism

The VTF adjusting mechanism of the Thorens TP-16 is a plastic disc plate located at the top of

the pivot. It's connected to a thin fishing line attached to a spring in a cylindrical housing at

the back of the tonearm. Rotating the disc pulls the line and the spring is extended. This, in

turn, exerts downward force on the cartridge end of the tonearm in increasing (0.25 gram)

steps.
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Spring physics is not linear. You will not get twice the resisting force off a spring by pulling it

twice the distance. The notches on the VTF plate claim to increase the VTF by 1/4 of a gram

per notch but I never believed Thorens got it right. My Ortofon DS-1 digital scale says they

did not!

Adding insult to injury a charged, resonance conducting, vibrations generating spring is the

very last thing you'd want on your tonearm. Thorens also seem to pick the worst possible

location for this volatile troublemaker right at the back of the tonearm, in tight proximity with

the pivot. Great!!!.

I will not make a big issue out of this but if your thin fishing line ever breaks - you're looking

at major quality time trying to fish the little contracted spring from it's tight housing and

attempting to reconnect the line to the plate. This entire mechanism will have to go!

Old Wiring

The TP-16 wiring from the 70''s are bulky, thick and heavy. I'm the last person on earth to

advocate on high end voodoo cables and wirings for hundreds of dollars but fact is technology

had changed a lot and it's a miracle how a 33 AWG OFC modern wire compares in

performance.

TP-16 original wiring
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If you ever held these old wires in your palm and bounced it up and down - you know what

I'm talking about. You can feel the mass! These will have to be replaced with quality modern

wiring (33 AWG is best suited for the job).

TP-16 original wand / headshell connector

Those old wires terminate on the wand end in an old fashion heavy hard resin or plastic

assembly that accepts the wires from the wand end and connect them, via a set of 4 metal

rods to the headshell side.

wand / headshell connector
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This heavy piece of whatever massive material has got to go!

TP-60 headshell / cartridge connector

In addition to the mentioned TP-16 flaws, it's only matchable headshell is the TP-60. It's a

rather large and heavy headshell that makes the TP-16 silhouette so distinctive. It's way too

heavy. Almost 10 grams heavy:

TP-60 on scale
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Normally, you'd replace the headshell and get it over with but the TP-60 is actually part of the

TP-16 design and geometry and for most intents and purposes they are mated forever. One

of the major contributers to the mass of the headshell is the cartridge to wand connector.

Once again, a heavy piece of resin with four long and massive metal rods inside.

TP-60 cartridge / wand connector
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This piece of plastic consists more than 10% of the entire TP-60 headshell mass. Amazing!

TP-60 cartridge / wand connector on scale
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In addition, it's job is to connect the wand wiring to the cartridge and it does so by providing

a connection base to 4 cartridge / headshell wires. These have a mass too - but the main

caveat here is the potential for resonance transmissions. So, anyway, something has to be

done about the headshell mass. For starters, the connector will go.

TP-60 headshell cartridge fastener screw mounting plate

In addition, the TP-60 includes a heavy magnesium plate that accepts the cartridge fastening

screws (under mounting style only). This plate, in addition to being heavy, restricts upper

mounting and tends to complicate cartridge alignment. Getting rid of it not only makes it

easier to mount different cartridges but also eliminates another plastic cover that separates it

from the aluminum foilcal on top of the headshell (the one with the Thorens logo). Both will

go!

TP-60 cartridge mounting plate
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In fact, once we get rid of all the unneccessary bits and pieces of the TP-60 headshell, we can

achieve a great deal in reducing it's mass and eventually, it will look like this:

The mod'ed TP-60
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Since looks isn't the main objective here, lemme show you the real deal of this mod:

The mod'ed TP-60 on scale

At this stage, if you're wondering how I did all of that, don't worry. So far I just repeated

Dimitris Lamprou's explanations on Thorens TP11 MKI or TP16 MKI Rewiring in his wonderful

VinylEngine post from Feb 27, 2009. I've also borrowed some of his pictures for those parts

where I forgot to take my own.

TP-16 Bias weight

This appendix to the back of the tonearm exists for one purpose only. The main

counterweight is too cumbersome to adjust with the required precision. It's just too hard to

move it to the right place and adjust balance. It's sliding on top of a secondary aluminum

cylinder and between the two is a piece of plastic ring that tend to get stuck in place forcing

you to exert too much force on the main weight. For that reason Thorens added the little

secondary screw on bias weight. At almost 17 grams - it seems to be Thorens were trying to

kill a fly using a cannon.

TP-16 bias weight on scale
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So, this extra weight will have to go too. If I want VTF set properly I'll use the main

counterweight and my DS-1 scale and try to lub it's plastic ring so it's just a tad more user

friendly.

Damn! Is the TP-16 tonearm that bad?

Oh no!!! The TP-16 is a wonderful tonearm. When it was designed the figure of 16.5 grams

for effective mass could have been used as a sales promotion (probably was). Tonearms back

then used values that are way higher than what we are accustomed to now days and it was

acceptable sine the 20's. The Swiss designed tonearm was skillfully crafted by German

precision machining and was quite advanced technologically in an era preceding the CNC.

The TP-16 is made of all the right stuff. Most of it, is massively built with grace and mass

where mass is a benefit rather than a disadvantage. The frame, the aluminum cast body, the

bearings. pillar and base are works of art. The vertical bearings are less than 5 mm in

diameter yet, contain three or four metal balls effectively making them ball bearings. It's not

easy to make tonearm bearings. They need to be precise, quite, durable and these are made

with glory! The horizontal bearings are machined to the same standard.

Precision parts
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Craftsmanship...
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__________________

'All complex problems have a simple solution that is wrong' - George Bernard Shaw
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Thorens TP-16 Tonearm Mods (part-2)

So, in the last post I was telling you the TP-16 is underrated. You can check it's reviews on

VinylEngine to confirm that. I've also claimed that it's made out of the right stuff - so what's

the main problem? The effective mass is too damn high! We'll see what we can do about it

soon but before we do, we need some methodological way to verify we aren't just fooling

around waisting time doing what we think is right when it's not, when there is no way to

prove it. To get around that, let's talk about tonearm effective mass and how we measure it.

Measuring the Effective Mass of a Tonearm

Effective Mass for a tonearm can be calculated using measurements data without any
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reference to the cartridge or the resonant frequency. Like LuckyDog revealed to the world in

his effective mass post on new years eve 2009, there are three steps to do so. In his words

LuckyDog sheds light on the principal:

Quote:

The principal is to determine the moment of inertia of the tonearm about the pivot,

then calculate the equivalent mass required at the effective tonearm length to provide

the same moment of inertia (MOI), and that mass is then the effective mass of the

tonearm.

Step 1: Here we deal with the back of the tonearm. Weigh the counterweight (mass m

[kg]) and then measure the distance from the center of the balanced weight to the

pivot (r [m]), then calculate the moment of inertia by using the formula I=m*r^2

The '^' means 'in the power of' so r^2 means r squared. This yields the moment of

inertia in kilograms per meter squared [kgm^2]. This is really a simple calculation from

the area of compound pendulums. If we had another weight on the pivoting rod, we

would calculate it's own moment of inertia and then sum up both MOI's. This will come

handy when we attempt to calculate the MOI for the TP-16 with the aluminum cylinder

weighing almost 17 grams, on which the main counterweight rides.

Step 2: Now we deal with the cartridge side of the arm and we need to know the mass

of the front end (we will call it 'W') and the effective length ('L') which is the pivot to

stylus distance. We will measure 'W' like this, with the counterweight removed and the

tonearm parallel with the ground (e.g. 90 degrees wand / pillar) and, off course, no

cartridge or mountings. We don't care about the cart here. This is auxiliary to the

tonearm design:

Measuring the mass of the front end of the tonearm
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When it comes to measuring 'L' it's very simple. You need a metric ruler and you need

to be precise. Just measure the distance from pivot to stylus. But, wait a minute, there

is no stylus mounted on the cart now. There's not even a cart... Luckily, you can just

fish for this parameter in the tonearm specs or actually mount a cart and stylus. For the

TP-16, the specified effective length 'L' is 23.012 centimeters.

Measuring effective length

Once the effective length ('L') and ('W') is known we will refer, hence forward, to the

mass of the tonearm's front end as 'Z'. The funny part is that 'Z' is actually two times

'W'. The honest to god truth is, that I'm not sure why. I need to ask LuckyDog about

this. The explanation provided is that mass is actually bi-axial and we only measured

the vertical mass. For most tonearm designs, the vertical and horizontal mass is

identical (less some negligible differences).

The point is once we have 'L' and 'Z' we can use a formula to calculate the moment of

inertia for the front end of the tonearm. The formula is I = Z*(L^2)/3 we divide
the squared effective length by 3 because this is a traditional derivation of the same,
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but more complex, inertia calculation formula from calculus that go back all the way to

Newton laws of planar movement. (check out wiki for the whole shebang here and

here). This, again, yields a figure in kilograms per meter squared (kgm^2) and now we

know the front end of the tonearm moment of inertia. Now we're done measuring and

we will resort to one last calculation using a new formula.

Step 3: The total moment of inertia is:

I(tot) = [m*(r^2)] + [Z*(L^2)/3].

This is a figure in kgm^2. We need the effective mass M at effective length L and this is

given by:

M*L^2 = [m*(r^2)] + [Z*(L^2)/3]

which again is a figure expressed in kgm^2. Based on that we can now extract the

mass M in kilograms with:

M = ([m*(r^2)] + [Z*(L^2)/3])/(L^2).

This is already in kilograms but it can be made simpler by reduction so the final, most

important, and actually the only required formula here is:

M = [m*(r^2/L^2)] + [Z/3] kg.

Naturally, we'll need to divide this by 1000 to get the figure in grams - but this is our

effective mass. Please note where credit is due, that all of this is LuckyDog's work

(well Newton had a part in this too) and it's been around since he (Ldg not Newton)

posted it here.

If all that math seems confusing and annoying, that's because it is. It's hard to keep track of

and doing it on paper will not rapidly reflect a change to one or the other parameters of the

tonearm design. For this purpose I've compiled another one of those

'Tonearm_Effective_Mass_Calc_v.0.9.0.xls' spread sheets (a few of them are already around

the net) and this one is on my 4shared free account. To access it you will need to hit the

'download' link, then wait a few seconds, then click the 'free download' link. It's a hassle but

it's free. The spreadsheet is all too revealing and everything is explained just like here on this

post. All the formulas are accessible and you can play around with it. It looks like this:

My Tonearm Effective Mass Calculator' (get it here)
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You basically just enter measurements values in the green cells and instantly get the effective

mass in the black and white cell on the last row. You can see how one or the other

parameters affect the total effective mass.

One thing that is cool about this spread sheet is that I designed it for the TP-16. You can still

use it for, practically, any tonearm, but the TP-16 has two weights on it's back part. To

calculate the total moment of inertia for a double weight tonearm, one needs to calculate the

MOI for each weight (using it's 'm' and 'r') and then combine the total MOI by adding

(summing) the different MOI's. The spread sheet contains the 3 steps discussed here, but

between step 1 and 2 there is an additional step for that cylindrical aluminum weight on

which the TP-16 counter weight rides. Step 3 in my calculator is actually step 2 in this post.

Note: Although I'm pretty sure about the calculations, it's a beta version. You are encourged

to review my math and steps and comment for anything that is suspicious or doesn't make

sense to you.

So now what?

Now I'm going to show you some mods, other than discussed in the previous post, aiming at

reducing the general effective mass of the TP-16 tonearm and at improving on it's generic

flaws as explained earlier. After that, we can punch in the numbers and use the calculator to

verify my work.
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Let's re-address rewiring

No big deal here. This is a well established mod to the TP-16. You can get the details here

from the work of Dimitris Lamprou and a good set of Cardas 33AWG OFC wires from parts

connexion here for about $10 (plus s&h).

Cardas wires + silver connectors

Wand rewired
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What about the VTF plate?

Hold it one minute... looks like I'm gonna need a 'part 3'... see you all soon 

__________________

'All complex problems have a simple solution that is wrong' - George Bernard Shaw

Last edited by tnsilver; 05-29-2013 at 09:38 AM.
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This is good, . Preston
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shardina 
AK Member

 

Join Date: Oct 2010

Posts: 214

This is the kind of project that I just can't look away from, excellent stuff!

__________________
Turntables: Technics SL-1200MK2 with Denon DL-110, Technics SL-1800, Pioneer PL-518

Tape: Yamaha KX-800U

Amp: Yamaha A-S500

Speakers: Advent Prodigy
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Posts: 567

Quote:

Originally Posted by shardina 

This is the kind of project that I just can't look away from, excellent stuff!

Yes indeed. Thanks so much for taking the time to share this.

__________________

Main: Thorens TD 160C/Shure M91ED/Jico SAS>Eastern Electric Minimax CDP>Sansui

TU-7700>Musical Fidelity A3cr preamp>Tube Audio Design TAD-60>Dynaudio BM6>great

sounding room

Kitchen: Yamaha DV-S5860>Yamaha CR-800>VanAlstine Super 70i>Acoustic Energy Aegis

Evo 1
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hoodie 
AK Member  

Join Date: Mar 2009

Location: 02536/08736

Posts: 518

Excellent stuff! An alternate title could be "Effective Mass for Dummies" 

__________________

_____________________________________

Esse Quam Videri
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Thorens TP-16 Tonearm Mods (part-3)

Quote:

Originally Posted by hoodie 

Excellent stuff! An alternate title could be "Effective Mass for Dummies" 

No one is a dummy here.  Anyway... where were we? Oh, ok, there we go...

What about the VTF plate?

That damn thing is gone. Gone are the fishing line, the stupid spring and it's housing. Really

gone. I hate them parts so much I'm not even going to try to resell those on ePay. Just dust

bin gone!

To do this, you need to disassemble the tonearm completely. That's no problem. The

aluminum pillar screws on to the frame (black part) and the inner bearing screws on to the

tonearm housing (shiny thingy where the verical bearing screws and nuts go). Just unscrew

those two and you can free the VTF plate. Off course you will nee to take the anti-skate

assembly off too. Just two Allen screws there. Take lots of photos and don't lose any of the

small parts. Some of those tiny metallic parts will disappear immediately. You can relocate

them by checking around the anti-skate magnets and the central magnet iron that attracts

anything that's small enough to fit.

Making mass count!

The spring housing just cleared a lot of space on the aluminum cylinder on the the TP-16

back. We'll need that space to be able to move the counterweight as much closer to the pivot

as we possibly can. Like this:
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Moving a weight on a rod, closer to the pivot, makes it's mass count more! In other words,

we are reducing 'r' and therefore the total MOI. Since lower MOI eventually accounts for lower

effective mass, this, apparently, is a desired feature.

But there is a catch. The spring housing was secured to the aluminum cylinder by a screw and

now that screw sticks it's head out so the counter weight cannot be moved closer to the

pivot. To handle this I will drill some of the hole with a metal bit (aluminum drills easy) and

expand it's diameter so the screw head can go inside and will not interfere with the

counterweight's slide margine.

Drill and expand the screw hole
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Notice the screw head is covered by the aluminum cylinder body but the screw is just too

long. I shortened it a bit using a pair of pliers.

But that's not enough. We want to get closer to the pivot and to that, I drilled another hole in

the tonearm wand back side. This hole is just 2mm further down the wand than the original

hole - but it will do the trick. It will allow for the aluminum cylinder that carries the counter

weight to move closer to the pivot so both masses are now put into a more effective use:

a closer to pivot screw mounting hole drilled in the wand

so now we can do this:
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and,,, this:

Off course, to mount those weights so close to the pivot, you'd have to slide the plastic

spacer disc on the back of the wand to sit on top of the new drilled hole - like this:
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Preparation for mass measuring...

Once your mods are complete, you'd have to weight the wand end and it's not an easy to do

task. The mass must be measured with the wand at 90 degrees to the pivot and without

installing a half-baked tonearm on a turntable it would be hard to do. I've found a rather

convenient way to perform this. First, I locate a thick and massive block of wood, and drill a

hole for the wires across the entire beam:

Then, it's easy to install the central bearing in the hole and have the tonearm rest on the

base of the pillar like this:
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The rest of the trick is just find some stable stuff to lay your digital scale at the right height

for taking the measurements - making sure the wand is in a right angle to the pillar. Like

this:

Other mods?

OK, you've probably noticed the little screw-on bias weight is gone by now. Bu it's nor really

crucial. It would be more important to further reduce the weight of the front of the tonearm,
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cartridge side. Is that even possible? Here is a hint:

can we knock off an additional 1.8 grams from the wand?

Well, we could probably do without the collar. At 1.8 grams in such a strategic location, we

would probably well fair without it. All you would need is some metal to metal adhesive

(Loctite???) and we can get rid of it. If we do that, we can also get rid of the little metal pin

that goes in the headshell connector assembly (plug) and probably the pin that holds the

sleeve in place and knock off another 0.5 grams.

One last thing that I do and discovered accidentally after losing one of the anti-skate magnets

is to replace the OEM magnets with a stack of four or five 2mm by 4mm round neodymium

magnets - on each side. The polarity of the stack is counter intuitive and those magnets

should push on the central iron magnet - but the result is a much more powerful and effective

anti-skate mechanism:

replacing the anti-skate magnets
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So what have we got at the end of the day?

Did we beat the SME 3009??? Well, not really, at least not mathematically. We did

however, manage to reduce the effective mass of the TP-16 tonearm from the OEM 16.5

grams to ~9.4 grams. That's a hell of a mod! We can use the effective mass calculator spread

sheet to punch in the numbers as follows:

Mass of the counterweight (m): 76.5 grams

Distance from center of mass of CW to stylus ('r'): 2.4 cm

Mass of the secondary aluminum cylinder weight (m): 23.3 grams

Distance from center of mass of CW to stylus ('r'): 3.7 cm

Weight of the cartridge side (W): 11.9 grams

Effective length ('L'): 23.012 cm

This yields a total tonearm effective mass of 9.368 grams!!! That's 43% knocked off the

OEM tonearm effective mass. Not quite the SME with it's 6.5 grams yet, but if we opt for the

collar + Loctite - pins option (less 2.8 grams) we achieve an incredible effective mass of

7.5 grams. Now that's 54% off the OEM effective mass and that gets us very damn near

close!

Note that I don't actually have to perform the changes in order to get this data. The
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calculator spread sheet does the math for me without me having to even sharpen a pencil

once. A little playing around with the spread sheet will reveal another amazing piece of

information. It doesn't really matter what you do at the back end of the tonearm. Major

changes to the mass of the counterweight ('m') or it distance from the pivot ('r') do not affect

the total effective mass nearly as a minor modification in the mass of the cartridge end.

If our tonearm was to be a weird teeter-totter, an uneven kindergarten seesaw, where the fat

kid swings on the short end and the slim kid on the long, we could pretty well sum up this

post by saying: 'It's not important how fat the fat kid is, as much as how skinny the

slim kid is'.

I'm currently waiting on a new plinth for a new TD-160 Mk-I to install this mod'ed tonearm.

Since the proof of the pudding is in the eating - I'll report back as soon as the plinth is ready.

I got a hunch some of you are gonna get real jealous...

I hope you liked this thread.

Cheers

Tom Silverman

__________________

'All complex problems have a simple solution that is wrong' - George Bernard Shaw

Last edited by tnsilver; 05-29-2013 at 01:57 PM.

  

 05-29-2013, 10:01 AM

gusten 
AK Member

 

Join Date: May 2005

Location: Stockholm by night

Posts: 2,986

About W and Z, when weighing like this You get half of the tonearm mass, but for the calcs

You need the whole mass, that is the reason.

gusten

  

 05-29-2013, 10:31 AM

tnsilver 
AK Member

 

Join Date: Jul 2011

Location: Boston

Posts: 374
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Quote:

Originally Posted by gusten 

About W and Z, when weighing like this You get half of the tonearm mass, but for the

calcs You need the whole mass, that is the reason.

gusten

 Thanks for the info. That's pretty much what LuckyDog said too. Now that you re-assured

this, I am pretty sure the math is right. I'm still not sure why it is that only half the mass is

accounted for when weighting like this. Is that because half of the wand is supported by the

pivot or because the vertical and horizontal mass explanation? 

__________________

'All complex problems have a simple solution that is wrong' - George Bernard Shaw

  

 05-29-2013, 10:40 AM

gusten 
AK Member

 

Join Date: May 2005

Location: Stockholm by night

Posts: 2,986

Quote:

Originally Posted by tnsilver 

 Thanks for the info. That's pretty much what LuckyDog said too. Now that you

re-assured this, I am pretty sure the math is right. I'm still not sure why it is that

only half the mass is accounted for when weighting like this. Is that because half of

the wand is supported by the pivot or because the vertical and horizontal mass

explanation? 

Yes half of the mass is supported by the pivot, the other half by the scale, in principle.

gusten

  

 05-29-2013, 11:26 AM

gadget73 
AK Member  

Join Date: Dec 2006

Location: Southern NJ

Posts: 13,263

Hm, what would your opinion be about the worth of doing the re-wire and the counterweight

mods without removing the connector at the headshell end? I want to be able to swap

headshells easily if I want to run a different cartridge.

__________________

solid stuff, tube stuff, its all good stuff
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 05-29-2013, 11:33 AM

tnsilver 
AK Member

 

Join Date: Jul 2011

Location: Boston

Posts: 374

Quote:

Originally Posted by gadget73 

Hm, what would your opinion be about the worth of doing the re-wire and the

counterweight mods without removing the connector at the headshell end? I want to

be able to swap headshells easily if I want to run a different cartridge.

Here's a good opportunity to use my calculator. Why don't you actually punch in the

numbers. The headshell connector is 1.3 grams and the wand connector with the wires heat

shrink termination is about 1 gram. This adds a total of 2.3 to 2.8 grams (more or less

because reinstalling the headshell connector will require the re-installation of the cart to

connector wires and those add another 0.5 grams) to the weight of the cart end ('W'). So the

new 'W' is 14.2 to 14.7 grams (instead of my hard to achieve 11.9) . Can you put this to the

test and see how it affects the effective mass of your TP-16?

Now it's up to you to decide if performance precedes convenience or vice versa. At least you

got the tool to help you make that decision. Right?

BTW: My SME 3009 II Imp. has a fixed headshell, no connector, by design. I guess we're not

the only ones who had to seriously deal with this question....

__________________

'All complex problems have a simple solution that is wrong' - George Bernard Shaw

Last edited by tnsilver; 05-29-2013 at 11:43 AM.

  

 07-22-2013, 06:23 AM

dual82 
AK Member

 
Join Date: Jul 2013

Posts: 1

I'm sorry, but i have to object against the procedure described above. This is simply

butchering the TP16 arm. If you want an arm that is closer to a SME, you should acquire a

TP11, which is a essentially a TP16 without the spring/magnetic stuff.

Also, an argument against lowering the effective mass is that high compliance cartridges are

getting rarer and rarer. I'ts almost stupid, since it limits you to a few MM cartridges, in

contrast to a plethora of MM AND MC cartridges.

I have a Thorens TD145 Mk II with fitted with a TP11 Mk II (eff mass 7.5g), and the only
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viable (new) cartridges seems to be the Thorens OM series.

  

 07-22-2013, 07:48 AM

sipuser 
AK Member

 

Join Date: May 2005

Location: Dallas, TX & Broken Bow, OK

Posts: 502

__________________

Thomas

The two most common elements in the world are hydrogen and stupidity.

  

 07-22-2013, 07:56 AM

Dandy 
AK Member

 

Join Date: Jul 2008

Location: Wiltshire, UK

Posts: 1,558
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Show your signature

Quote:

Originally Posted by dual82 

I'm sorry, but i have to object against the procedure described above. This is simply

butchering the TP16 arm. If you want an arm that is closer to a SME, you should

acquire a TP11, which is a essentially a TP16 without the spring/magnetic stuff.

Also, an argument against lowering the effective mass is that high compliance

cartridges are getting rarer and rarer. I'ts almost stupid, since it limits you to a few

MM cartridges, in contrast to a plethora of MM AND MC cartridges.

I have a Thorens TD145 Mk II with fitted with a TP11 Mk II (eff mass 7.5g), and the

only viable (new) cartridges seems to be the Thorens OM series.

Interesting article. But I agree that I don't see the point of lowering the effective mass of this

arm. And I also agree that high compliance carts are not common these days. No harm in

rewiring it though.
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